
Test, Farm'lB

W~ite the letter for :the correct answerin·:the,blanlt~t,·the;:t:iightQf<'
each question.

SLEEP The table shows the number
of hours .Ladena spent ,sleeping each
night for 12 nights. Use the table to
answer Exercises 1-3.

l~What is the' mode of the data?
A. 7 B. 7.5 C. 8 D.8.5 1._--,-__

2. What is the.range of the data?.. .. .'

F. 4 G. 6 H. 8
. , .~ ",

I. 10 2._~ __

3. Which type of data display would best represent the data? ,.:
A. bar graph C. line plot .
B~stem~arid-Ieaf plot . D. liri~gjaph" 3. _

FUNDRAISER Refer to the line plbt'to' .
answer Exercises 4 and 5. .

Cookie Dough t~6~
Sold per, Student

... ,,<~ ,

., "X x.';
x ,x x:

. )( ·'X<X x x
..."'.·':,:•.XI·.,:,XI XI XI' XI XI XI XI.." . .' ". .' .

56 7 8: 9 10 11 12

. ',"'.: ,"

4. How many students sold 6 tubsof c~(jkiedough?
F. 1 G.2.H.3 .1. 4 4. _

": I"' ""::

5. How many 'students sold 7 or more tubs ofcookh3'dcrugh?'
A.7 B~9 C.l1 D:14 5. _

::.', ! ';",

6. SCIENCE EXPERIMENT' Which type of data display would be best
for showing how the' height of a plant changes each week during
~ science experiment? ,: .. ""., .., ....... '(.

, ""

F. line plot
G. bar graph

, Hvcirclegraph
I. line graph
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DATE ~-,'-

'Test, Form lB . (continued)

7. What is the median of the data?
A. $38 B. $40 C. $42 D~$50

8. What is the mode of the data?
F. $32 'G. $40 1.$52H.$50

9. Which measure of central tendency could be used to
show that the costs are high?
A. mean B. median C. mode D.rang~

SHOPPINGFor Exercises 10 and 11,
refer to the histogram. .... 12 ,.:..::~--------~

10
~ 8c ..
!l 6,;
C".t" 4:

2;

o
,0)

~

.Calculators .

Price ($)

10. Which price range has the least frequency'? Which
price range has the greatest frequency?

11. How many calculators cost $80 or more?

12. WEATHER The table shows the
amount Of rainfall in an area over
10 years. Make a frequency table

t forthe data. What is the
median amount of rainfall?

28
35

38.
94

28
37

30
29

·36
20

.; '-

7.~·_---:-

8. -'-_

9. '__ --,-,-_

....~... :

11. _

-.

12. _
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